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Ladies and Gentlemen: 
 

This letter is submitted on behalf of the Special Committee on Mergers, Acquisi-
tions and Corporate Control Contests of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York (the 
“Committee”) in response to the request by the Securities and Exchange Commission (the 
“Commission”) for comments on the proposed rule change filed by the National Association of 
Securities Dealers, Inc. (“NASD”) on June 24, 2005, as amended by filings with the Commission 
dated November 30, 2005, January 25, 2006 and March 1, 2006 (as so amended, “Proposed Rule 
2290”).  The Committee is composed of members whose practices focus on mergers and acquisi-
tion transactions and related corporate law, corporate governance, executive compensation and 
securities regulation matters.  The Committee includes lawyers in private practice as well as 
from corporate and investment bank law departments and academia. 

INTRODUCTION
 

As the Commission is aware, in January and February 2005, the Committee and 
nineteen other interested persons responded to NASD’s Notice to Members 04-83, which re-
quested comments on whether NASD should propose a new rule that would address conflicts of 
interest when NASD member firms provide fairness opinions in corporate control transactions.  
That comment process has resulted in the currently proposed new NASD rule. 

As noted in the Committee’s comment letter to NASD, dated February 1, 2005 
(the “Initial Letter”), the Committee supported many of the elements of the possible new rule 
suggested by NASD.  We were pleased to see that many of the Committee’s suggestions to re-
fine or otherwise clarify the new rule are reflected in Proposed Rule 2290.  As a consequence, 
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our concerns and comments are substantially more limited, and the Committee is, with one sig-
nificant exception, supportive of Proposed Rule 2290 as currently contemplated. 

The Committee very much appreciates this opportunity to provide comments on 
Proposed Rule 2290.  In addition to setting forth one substantive modification, we make a small 
number of technical suggestions to further refine and clarify Proposed Rule 2290and respond to 
certain questions posed by NASD and the Commission in the Release. 

COMMENT ON PROPOSED RULE 2290(b)(3) 
 
The Committee continues to believe strongly that Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3) is 

both inconsistent with the approach taken in the remainder of the proposed rule to address the 
concerns giving rise to Proposed Rule 2290 and ill advised.  If adopted, Proposed Rule 
2290(b)(3) would require that: 

(b) any member issuing a fairness opinion must have procedures 
that address the process by which a fairness opinion is approved by 
a firm, including:  . . . (3) the process to evaluate whether the 
amount and nature of the compensation from the transaction under-
lying the fairness opinion benefiting any individual officers, direc-
tors or employees, or class of such persons, relative to the benefits 
to shareholders of the company, is a factor in reaching a fairness 
determination. 

Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3), like the other subsections of Proposed Rule 2290(b), 
on its face takes the form of a requirement that each NASD member develop and implement cer-
tain procedures in connection with rendering fairness opinions.  As noted in our Initial Letter, we 
believe that this generally is the correct approach to achieving NASD’s goals. 

There is a striking difference, however, between the other subsections of Pro-
posed Rule 2290(b) and Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3).  The other subsections mandate the devel-
opment of procedures addressing the types of transactions in which members will use a fairness 
committee, the process for selecting a committee’s members, the necessary qualifications of 
committee members, the process to promote a balanced review by the committee, and the proc-
ess to determine whether the particular valuation analyses used are appropriate to a particular 
transaction.  These requirements reflect an apparent policy judgment that the fairness opinion 
procedures developed and implemented by NASD members should be designed to achieve cer-
tain objectives – i.e., consistent standards for when fairness committees are used and how their 
members are selected, “qualified” committee members, “balanced” review by committees and 
“appropriate” valuation analyses – in order to, in NASD’s words, “mitigate potential conflicts in 
rendering fairness opinions.”  In striving for these objectives, however, NASD appropriately 
does not mandate specific procedures that all NASD members must adopt and follow or substan-
tive analyses that must be undertaken or even considered. 
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Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3) stands out as a stark exception to this approach.  NASD 
goes to great length in the Release to declare that it is not purporting to judge whether or not dif-
ferential payments should or should not be taken into consideration in arriving at any given fair-
ness opinion.1  Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3) nevertheless singles out this one possible element that 
may arise in a class of transactions that can present a broad variety of complex financial and ana-
lytical issues and insists that its relevance to the substantive financial analysis be addressed 
through internal procedures.  Through this requirement Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3) effectively 
imposes on NASD members the responsibility of determining whether differential management 
compensation should ever be a factor for a financial advisor in making financial fairness deter-
minations; and if so, in what transactions or circumstances; and, if so, how to define and memo-
rialize the related process to be employed from transaction to transaction.  In this regard, Pro-
posed Rule 2290(b)(3) stands out as strangely inconsistent with the otherwise non-prescriptive 
approach reflected in the remainder of the rule. 

Moreover, Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3) is uniquely prescriptive with regard to an 
element that appears wholly unrelated to the overarching goal that led to the initial proposal of 
the Proposed Rule – the disclosure and mitigation of real or perceived conflicts of interests be-
tween fairness opinion providers, on the one hand, and their clients (or other interested parties), 
on the other, that might skew the fairness opinion process. 

The potential conflict arising from the differential compensation paid to manage-
ment relative to shareholders has received a great deal of attention.  We are sympathetic to 
NASD’s apparent desire to address public concern over this potential conflict.  However, the po-
tential conflict of interest posed by differential compensation is between management, on the one 
hand, and its shareholders, on the other, and should not be confused with the entirely separate 
issue of real or perceived conflicts of interest between a fairness opinion provider and its client, 
the issue which we understand Proposed Rule 2290 was developed to address.  We believe that it 
is inappropriate to mandate that broker-dealers rendering fairness opinions serve as “gatekeep-
ers” to protect shareholders from a potential conflict that may arise with their management.  State 
corporation law devolves on boards of directors both the power and responsibility in the exercise 
of their fiduciary duties to shareholders and their business judgment to manage potential alloca-
tive conflicts among shareholders, management and the other stakeholders of a company.2  Bro-

 
1  “[Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3)] does not reach the implicit conclusion that such differential payments are a 

factor as to whether a transaction is fair, but in NASD’s view, it would be equally wrong to conclude that 
such differential payments are inappropriately placed among the factors and indicia that one should con-
sider in rendering a fairness opinion. . . . However, NASD also believes it is true that the considerations 
surrounding the issuance of a fairness opinion are artificially truncated when the total amount that a buyer 
is willing to pay and how such payment is allocated is never an appropriate factor in a change of control 
transaction.”  Section D.3 of the Release. 

2  The Committee notes that the Commission's recently proposed amendments to Rule 14d-10 recognize that 
approval of certain employment compensation, severance and other employee benefit arrangements by a 
compensation committee comprised of independent directors is sufficient to alleviate concerns that such ar-
rangements constitute an inappropriate diversion of transaction consideration in connection with tender of-
fers.  If NASD and the Commission nevertheless determine generally to require the procedures contem-
plated by Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3), the Committee suggests that a similar “safe harbor” concept be con-
sidered to provide that such procedures would not be required where the differential benefits to be received 
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ker-dealers engaged to render a fairness opinion with respect to a transaction generally do not 
hold themselves out as possessing either the analytical foundation, the professional expertise or 
the experience with the company and its management to supplant or even review the determina-
tions by the board of directors as to how to manage potential conflicts between stakeholders of 
the company.3

Neither the financial analytics commonly employed by financial advisors to ren-
der fairness opinions nor the professional expertise of financial advisors purports to provide fi-
nancial advisors with the competence relevant to a judgment about the appropriateness of man-
agement compensation in the context of a change in control transaction.4  Fairness opinion pro-
viders value companies, not the services of individual employees.  These types of compensation 
determinations are made regularly by boards of directors and their compensation committees in 
the exercise of their fiduciary duties and business judgment – with the advice of compensation 
consultants, actuaries, employment lawyers and other compensation experts.  The fact that an 
employment or compensation arrangement arises in the context of a change of control transac-
tion does not alter the appropriate allocation of responsibility for such determinations. 

We believe that Proposed Rule 2290(b)(3) implies, at the very least, that a mem-
ber should, as part of its fairness opinion procedures either make its own independent substantive 
determination as to the appropriateness of the compensation to be paid to insiders relative to the 
consideration received by shareholders in a transaction or make a determination as to whether the 
board of directors of its client acted properly in balancing the interests of management and 
shareholders and, for the foregoing reasons, we believe that the inclusion of Proposed Rule 
2290(b)(3) in Proposed Rule 2290 is inappropriate and should be reconsidered. 

 
had been approved by an appropriate group of independent directors or did not exceed a fixed de minimis 
amount. 

3  The Release notes that this point has been made by earlier commentators but does not, in our view, ade-
quately address it. 

4  In evaluating a particular change in control transaction which also involves an element of compensation to 
a senior executive, a board of directors may consider, in the exercise of its fiduciary duties and business 
judgment, among other things, the reasonableness of the proposed compensation, the potential conflict that 
such compensation creates for the executive and whether the amount of the compensation should and could 
be reduced and the freed up dollars redeployed to increase the price paid to shareholders.  In evaluating 
these issues, a board may discuss and seek information relating to various questions, including:  How does 
the proposed compensation compare to the executive’s current compensation?  How does the proposed 
compensation compare to the compensation received by the executive’s “peers” at other companies? Who 
exactly are the executive’s “peers”?  What companies are appropriate “peer” companies?  What talents, 
skills and experience does the executive possess relative to her peers?  What are the executive’s health, age 
and retirement plans?  Would the executive have entered into the employment agreement if it provided for 
a different mix or lower amount of compensation?  Is the executive’s recommendation that the board ap-
prove the transaction unduly influenced by the prospect of her own post-closing compensation?  Would the 
buyer be willing to enter into the transaction and be willing to pay at least the same price to the sharehold-
ers if the executive had refused to enter into the employment agreement?  Would the buyer be willing to in-
crease the price paid to the shareholders if the executive’s compensation was reduced? 
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COMMENTS ON QUESTIONS RAISED BY NASD AND THE COMMISSION 
 

NASD QUESTION 
 
Q.1  Whether to amend Proposed Rule 2290(a)(3) to include affiliates of com-

panies involved in the transaction.  
 
Proposed Rule 2290(a)(3) requires disclosure in fairness opinions as to whether 

any material relationship during the past two years has existed or is mutually understood to be 
contemplated in which any compensation was received or is intended to be received as a result of 
the relationship between the member and the companies that are involved in the transaction that 
is the subject of the fairness opinion. 

In the Release, it is noted that, unlike Item 1015 of Regulation M-A, Proposed 
Rule 2290(a)(3) does not require disclosure of material relationships with affiliates of such com-
panies but that NASD intends to review the comment letters received by the Commission before 
determining whether to amend Proposed Rule 2290(a)(3) to include affiliates.  For the reasons 
set forth below, the Committee does not believe that such an amendment is appropriate. 

First, we note that Item 1015 of Regulation M-A does not require disclosure of 
material relationships between the member and any party to the transaction other than its is-
suer/client much less affiliates of any such other party.  Second, NASD and the Commission 
should not underestimate the difficulty member firms may have in identifying and confirming 
the existence of material relationships with every affiliate of their issuer/clients, particularly 
large diverse issuer/clients, especially within the tight time frame in which fairness opinions are 
often prepared and provided, and in light of informational barriers between departments or affili-
ates that firms frequently erect precisely to avoid conflicts.  It would be even more difficult to 
identify and check for material relationships with affiliates of the issuer/client’s transaction coun-
terparty, particularly when this information would not otherwise be required to be disclosed by 
Item 1015 of Regulation M-A.  Third, the largely similar information (at least with respect to the 
member’s issuer/client) required to be disclosed by Item 1015 of Regulation M-A in many dis-
closure documents filed with the Commission is likely to be more accurate precisely because 
both the member and its issuer/client have additional time between the date the fairness opinion 
is rendered and the date the disclosure document is filed with the Commission to gather and ver-
ify such information.  The Committee is concerned that requiring such disclosure in the fairness 
opinion itself may result in rushed, inaccurate disclosure that varies from the information dis-
closed in disclosure documents filed with the Commission through no fault of the member or its 
issuer/client.  If, nevertheless, NASD and the Commission determine to require such disclosure 
in fairness opinions, the Committee suggests that such disclosure be “to the knowledge of the 
member” so that no member could be held responsible for failing to disclose relationships with 
affiliates of its issuer/client (or with transaction counterparties and their affiliates) of which it 
was unaware. 
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COMMISSION QUESTIONS 
 

Q.2  Whether the disclosures that would be required by proposed Rule 
2290(a)(1),(2) and (3) should be quantified. 

 
The Committee does not believe that the required disclosures need be quantified, 

but would not object if the rule required more disclosure if such amounts were in excess of 5% of 
such member’s revenue, assets or market capitalization.  Absent such materiality, the Committee 
believes a narrative disclosure of the existence of such relationships is sufficient alert to readers 
of the opinion. 

Q.3   Whether it would be more informative to investors for firms to specifically 
state that a conflict may exist and describe the impact of such conflict rather than to merely 
state that compensation is contingent. 

 
The Committee continues to believe that the disclosure of the existence of mate-

rial relationships should be sufficient to achieve NASD’s objectives and that member firms 
should not be required to make largely subjective and possibly pejorative judgments regarding 
whether any particular relationship actually constitutes a conflict of interest.  We note that it has 
long been accepted practice that such pejorative self-assessments are not necessary in proxy 
statement disclosure so long as the underlying facts are appropriately disclosed. 

Q.4  Whether the proposed disclosure obligation should cover material relation-
ships between the parties to the transaction and affiliates of the member firm providing the 
fairness opinion. 

 
The Committee believes it is unnecessary and generally inappropriate to expand 

the required disclosure to cover material relationships between the parties to the transaction and 
affiliates of the member firm providing the fairness opinion.  Increasingly, many member firms 
are part of large global financial services companies that include commercial banks, private 
banks, insurance companies, asset management companies, commodities brokers, exchange spe-
cialists, etc.  It may be extremely difficult to obtain such information from affiliates given the 
information barriers that exist between different business units for important legal and regulatory 
reasons and the disclosure of such information may also violate the privacy laws of certain juris-
dictions. In addition, it would seem counterproductive to the goal of ameliorating potential con-
flicts of interest to require members to inform themselves about such relationships prior to ren-
dering an opinion when those responsible for rendering the fairness opinion on behalf of the 
member might otherwise have been unaware that such relationships existed.  Finally, as a practi-
cal matter it may well be extremely difficult for many members to establish the nature and extent 
of relationships that may exist between a party to a transaction and far-flung and wide ranging 
affiliates within the relatively compressed time frame many fairness opinions are prepared.  
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Q.5  Whether member firms should be required to describe what type of verifi-
cation they undertook with respect to information that was supplied by the company request-
ing the opinion  that formed a substantial basis for the opinion. 

 
We believe that the general practice among members is to affirmatively disclose 

in their fairness opinions that they assume the accuracy and completeness of all information on 
which they rely for purposes of their analyses and opinions, including the information provided 
by their client that forms a substantial basis for their opinion, and do not assume any responsibil-
ity for independently verifying such information.  The Committee does not object to a rule re-
quiring such disclosure whether as a general matter or with respect to each category of informa-
tion that formed a substantial basis for its opinion as contemplated by Proposed Rule 2290(a)(4). 

Q.6  Whether members should be required to obtain independent verification of 
such information. 

 
The Committee continues to believe that any such requirement would be both im-

practical and inappropriate in the context of the role fairness opinion providers play in change of 
control transactions.  Opinion providers are generally not as deeply familiar with a company as 
its management, auditors and regular outside counsel.  Often, they are not their client’s historical 
financial advisor, are hired solely to advise on a particular transaction or merely to render a fair-
ness opinion and may not even have participated in the negotiation of the underlying transaction.  
Companies simply do not hire opinion providers to generate or verify information, but rather to 
analyze it.  Consequently, companies take full responsibility for the quality of the information 
they provide and permit opinion providers to rely on the accuracy and completeness of such in-
formation without independent verification.  Furthermore, much of the most critical information 
(e.g., historical financial statements) is verifiable only by auditors, company management or per-
sons other than the opinion provider or (or in the case of forward looking statements such as the 
projections used in discounted cash flow analyses and estimates of potential cost savings and 
synergies) is inherently unverifiable. 

Q.7  Whether member firms should disclose the procedures utilized in the fair-
ness opinion or elsewhere.  

 
The Committee believes that such a requirement is unnecessary as Item 1015 of 

regulation M-A generally requires a summary of a fairness opinion rendered in connection with a 
13e-3 transaction or referenced in a proxy statement or registration statement that includes a 
summary of the material financial analyses performed by the opinion provider in connection with 
rendering the fairness opinion. 
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TECHNICAL COMMENTS 

 
1. Proposed Rule 2290(a) – covered fairness opinions 
 
Proposed Rule 2290(a) requires any member issuing a fairness opinion that may 

be provided, or described, or otherwise referenced to public shareholders to disclose certain in-
formation in such fairness opinion.  The Committee believes that Proposed Rule 2290(a) should 
be modified to apply only to: 

“fairness opinions that are reasonably likely to be included or summarized or re-
ferred to in disclosure documents required to be filed with the Commission by is-
suer/clients with a class of outstanding equity securities registered under the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and disseminated to holders of such equity securities in connection 
with a vote or other investment decision relating to a change of control transaction  (e.g., 
such as those described in Rule 145 promulgated under the Securities Act of 1933, as 
amended, without regard to the form of consideration paid therein) that is the subject of 
the fairness opinion.” 

The Committee believes that there are circumstances in which a member may 
render a fairness opinion without a reasonable expectation that such fairness opinion will be in-
cluded or summarized in a disclosure document filed with the Commission and disseminated to 
shareholders and that a member firm should not be in violation of the proposed rule if its reason-
able expectations are defeated.  In addition, we do not believe fairness opinions rendered pursu-
ant to third party agreements (e.g., pursuant to the provisions of a loan agreement or indenture) 
or in connection with transactions that do not constitute a change in control need to include the 
additional disclosure that would otherwise be required by Proposed Rule 2290(a) merely because 
they may be referenced in a footnote to a financial statement or other disclosure document dis-
seminated to shareholders.  We believe that the additional suggested changes are necessary and 
appropriate to provide greater clarity with respect to the circumstances in which the proscribed 
additional disclosure is required. 

2. Proposed Rule 2290(a)(1) – financial advisor 
 
Proposed Rule 2290(a)(1) requires disclosure as to whether such member has 

acted as a financial advisor to any transaction that is the subject of the fairness opinion.  By way 
of clarification, members typically act as financial advisors to entities or individuals, not transac-
tions and, consequently, Proposed Rule 2290(a)(1) should be revised to apply when a member 
has acted as a financial advisor to “a party to the transaction” that is the subject of the fairness 
opinion.   

3. Proposed Rule 2290(a)(3) - material relationships 
 
Although NASD has emphasized that any required disclosure regarding material 

relationships need not be quantitative but need only narratively inform investors about material 
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relationships, the Committee believes that NASD should further clarify Proposed Rule 
2290(a)(3) in order to avoid any implication that the rule requires members to breach obligations 
of confidentiality relating to past services performed or prematurely disclose information regard-
ing non-public relationships understood to be contemplated.  It could be enormously damaging 
and disruptive if a member were required to publicly disclose detailed descriptive information 
relating to past engagements such as abandoned attempts to divest certain subsidiaries or divi-
sions or merge with or acquire unrelated parties as well as potential future engagements of a 
similar nature.  It should be sufficient for members to disclose, to the extent true, that they have 
in the past provided, are currently providing and/or may in the future provide investment banking 
and other financial advice or services to the member’s issuer/client and its proposed transaction 
counterparty for which they have been and expect to be compensated. 

4. Proposed Rule 2290(a)(5) – approval/issuance of fairness opinion 
 
Proposed Rule 2290(a)(5) requires disclosure of whether the fairness opinion was 

approved or issued by a fairness committee.  The Committee does not believe that such informa-
tion is material to a reader’s evaluation of a fairness opinion, we believe such a requirement risks 
creating an incorrect impression that opinions approved by a “committee” were necessarily sub-
stantively better in some fashion than opinions that were not, and consequently we do not believe 
that such disclosure in a fairness opinion should be required by Proposed Rule 2290(a)(5).  Fair-
ness opinions are opinions of the member firm, not individual employees or groups of employees 
or committees and there should be no implication to the contrary.  Because fairness opinions re-
flect the opinion of the member firm, each member firm should determine which, if any, fairness 
opinions must be reviewed and approved by a fairness committee as contemplated by Proposed 
Rule 2290(b)(1).  In addition, the procedures employed by member firms vary, in some cases 
significantly, and some member firms may not have standing “fairness committees” but instead 
may authorize certain employees as members of standing or ad hoc committees to approve a va-
riety of matters on behalf of the firm, only one of which may be the issuance of fairness opin-
ions.  If NASD and the Commission determine to require such disclosure in fairness opinions, 
the Committee suggests that such disclosure be revised to require disclosure as to whether the 
issuance of the fairness opinion was “approved by a fairness or other committee that is author-
ized to review fairness opinions prior to issuance”. 

5. Proposed Rule 2290(b) – procedures 
 
Although the Release mentions requirements for written procedures in several 

places, nowhere in Proposed Rule 2290 does it specify that the procedures be in writing.  If it is 
the intention of NASD that the required procedures be in writing, the Committee suggests that 
the word “written” be inserted before the word “procedures” in paragraph (b). 

6. Proposed Rule 2290(b)(1)(C) – balanced review 
 
Proposed Rule 2290(b)(1)(C) requires review and approval of fairness opinions 

by persons who do not serve on or advise the deal team to the transaction.  While we agree that 
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committees reviewing the fairness opinion in a particular transaction should not be comprised of 
members of the deal team engaged on that transaction, fairness committees do more than ap-
prove fairness opinions.  The deal team often consults the fairness committee as a transaction 
progresses in an effort to ensure that the deal team is using appropriate valuation techniques and 
otherwise providing appropriate valuation and other advice.  Because some of this communica-
tion might be characterized as "advising" the deal team, the Committee suggests that the words 
"or advise" be deleted from Proposed Rule 2290(b)(1)(C). 

7. Proposed Rule 2290(b)(2) – type of company or transaction 
 
Proposed Rule 2290(b)(2) requires that a member firm’s procedures state the ex-

tent to which the appropriateness of the use of valuation analyses is determined by the type of 
company or transaction that is the subject of the fairness opinion.  As noted in the Release, fair-
ness opinions relate to the consideration to be paid or received in transactions.  Because, compa-
nies are not the subject of fairness opinions, the Committee believes Proposed Rule 2290(b)(2) 
should be reworded to reference whether the “use of valuation analyses is determined by the type 
of transaction or companies involved in the transaction that is the subject of the fairness opin-
ion”. 

 
* * * * * * 

 
We hope the Commission finds these views and suggestions helpful.  We would 

be happy to meet to discuss any questions the Commission may have with respect to this letter. 
 
    Respectfully submitted, 
 

 Special Committee on Mergers, Acquisitions and 
Corporate Control Contests 

By:  Daniel S. Sternberg, Committee Chair 

  
 

 


